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WEEK 1 – 2

THREE IDEAS
APEX
FURY
SOUNDSCAPE

1ST CONCEPT

1ST IDEA
‘APEX’
WHAT IS THIS?

An information projecting device for
Motorsports enthusiasts that enhances
both the driver and instructor experience by displaying both recorded data
and real-time interaction to improve
driving performance and safety.

wk1 – 2

2ND CONCEPT

2ND IDEA
‘FURY’
WHAT IS THIS?

A series of wearable sensors integrated with professional fighting
gear. Each has ability to monitor and
measure force from the athlete’s body
movements. Data can be analyzed and
displayed as a variety of visual elements that enhance both the viewer
experience and for training purpose.

wk1 – 2

3RD CONCEPT

3RE IDEA
‘SOUNDSCAPE’
WHAT IS THIS?

A series of wearable sensors integrated with professional fighting
gear. Each has ability to monitor and
measure force from the athlete’s body
movements. Data can be analyzed and
displayed as a variety of visual elements that enhance both the viewer
experience and for training purpose.

wk1 – 2

WEEK 3 – 5

WHAT / WHO / WHY

WHAT IS THIS?

WHAT IS THIS FOR?

WHAT IS THIS IMPORTANT?

APEX is a product system that enhances track

For beginner to enthusiast drivers, looking to

To bring the benefits of having an instruc-

driving experience for amateur drivers, by

improve their performance and while ensure

tor on board to a broader audience, helping

providing them instructions & feedback, also

safety on the track.

people to develop good habits, work on their

easier methods of on-track communication.

driving skills under a safe track environment.

WHY WE ARE INTERESTED IN?

WHY WE ARE
INTERESTED IN?

Personal experience and interest has
shown us how incredibly fast performance driving can be. The amount of
information you must process in order
to perform and remain safe is a learning experience that doesn’t give room
for error. The need for drivers to feel
confident is important to us.

COMPETITIVE RESEARCH

GOPRO SESSION

RACEPAK

PIONEER AR

BMW HUD

CHEVROLET CORVETTE

• Portable action camera

• Dynamic standalone
data-logging

• Standalone heads up display for
automotive use

• In-car heads up display

• In-car data recording device
• HD video output

• Multiple models for various
types of motor sport usage

• Hangs to any visor and projects
to the front windshield in any
lighting condition

• Presents GPS and alert info
such as approaching traffic, lane
departure, adaptive features

• Fully water proof Extremely
durable unibody construction
• High Definition output
1080p60 8MP
•Weighs 2.6oz and fits in the
palm of your hand
• Multiple mounting solutions
and accessories
• $399

• Mounted in vehicle, real-time
tracking to memory device or
streaming to computer / display
• Open source software allows for
customization of personal need
• $800 - $4000

• Augmented Reality display GPS
and vehicle info via bluetooth
• £600

• All-color uses a textured glass insert to reflect the image with full
detail without distracting driver
• $32000 - $125000
(BMW Models)

• Full telemetry using vehicle
systems
- Recognition of local tracks
- Force meter
- Pedal box usage / gear
selector
- Lap timer
• Online profile hosted by Chevy for
data sharing - automatic uploads
• $50000 - $97000

COMPETITIVE RESEARCH

TIME ATTACK APP

SKULLY AR-1

NUVIZ HUD

FORZA MOTORSPORT

FAST LANE

• Use your smart phone to
track driving data

• Fully integrated HUD

•B
 luetooth connectivity to your
smart- phone to display GPS
or incoming call / text data

• Interactive video game

• Performance Driving school
for automotive enthusiasts

• Active timing calculated by
GPS on recorded local tracks
•Start tracking to compete
with other users
• Turn by turn tracking
• $Free - Monthly $12

• Rear view camera displays to
front visor for safety
• GPS locater built in
• Microphone / bluetooth connectivity links to your smart phone
• $399

• Using phone GPS, can display
speed and telemetry

• Racing simulation is incredibly realistic and uses
advanced physics engines to
give real reactions to vehicles
and road surfaces
• Real-life tracks recorded down
to the last inch and detail
• Drivers aids built in
• $60

• Real professional instructors
with a pedigree
• Vehicle and equipment provided
• Affordable rates for different
commitment and skill levels
• Nothing better than the real thing

POSITIONING MATRIX

MULTIPLE LAYERED DATA

APEX
Affordable to
enthusiast level, but
value in features

RELY ON
INSTRUCTOR

DEVELOP
GOOD HABITS

SINGLE LAYERED DATA

SWOT ANALYSIS

S W OT

OPPORTUNITY

THREATS

Bring a new level of focus to performance driving enthusiasts by enhancing the experience of
media creation and sharing. Introduce real time
feedback that increases both the safety and
skill sets of participants. Allow instructors to
actively involve themselves with multiple drivers
simultaneously. Alongside driver aids, instructors can feed drivers pertinent info that can
save them from dangerous situations or encourage them to push harder.

Race tracks are constantly being threatened by
both environmental organizations and location
authorities (property regulatory boards) for
closure due to noise pollution and emission control. When regulation becomes strict, HPDEs
become very expensive to host and the culture
of track days degrade.

STRENGTH

WEAKNESS

Creating an active feedback device that both
displays important performance driving information while allowing instructors to monitor participants will increase overall spacial
awareness, vehicle traffic, driver ability by an
profound margin.

In motor sports, having absolute concentration
on your vehicle and the surface you are traveling
is the most important aspect of performance
driving. While visual enhancement will increase
drivers skill sets, the addition of these elements
will always be another factor for drivers to become distracted and put themselves in danger.

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

MYO ARMBAND

Wearable band that precisely track arm position and hand gestures by recognizing muscle movement. Signal can be used to
wirelessly control a variety of digital devices.

Application includes entertainment, medical, military and business. The Myo band can link with
a variety of digital devices and use
the human arm & hand to act as a
wireless controller.
Sensors include:
Medical Grade Stainless Steel
EMG sensors, highly sensitive
nine-axis IMU containing three-axis gyroscope, three-axis accelerometer, three-axis magnetometer

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH

HOLOPRO

NANO-CRYSTAL PRINT

TOBII EYE-TRACKING

RAPID MANUFACTURING

HoloPro uses interrupted laser

Nano-Crystal printed circuits can

Tobii eye-tracking technology can

Rapid Manufacturing techniques

technology with a treated thin film

carry current across a thin flexible

perform multiple axis measurements

can allow us to create complex and

on glass to project clear and vibrant

and stretchable surface. NCPCBs

of the eye every microsecond and

compact packaging to fit the NCP-

color in any lighting situation.

can be folded into compacts spaces.

relay those inputs to other devices.

CBs in a way that will not interfere
of hinder the user.

INTERVIEW – EXPERT

RESEARCH FINDING HIGHLIGHTS
· As an instructor, keeping the driver and himself safe are his most important jobs he has
· As a driver, the triumph of performing well and improving lap times are something to brag to friends about- wishes their
was a way to share
·Knowing you surroundings is important, peripheral vision can only do so much, but having “eyes in the back of your head”
would be optimal to staying safe
·As an instructor, keeping the driver calm is important, when a driver makes a mistake, he will often slow down or continue
to be frustrated and make the same mistake- helping him correct the area he makes mistakes in (editing thought process,
and coaching a new driving line) can improve the drivers experience
·Knowing whats happening outside of the car is important, being able to see what flag is in affect before you reach a caution zone or spin / crash could save a life.

SONNI WATANASIRISUK
Age 28 / Male
Driver for exotics racing
Advanced level
- professional instructor

INTERVIEW – EXPERT

· The most important information as a driver is knowing what to do 2 steps ahead. He is thinking about
braking, entry zone, corner angle, when to accelerate are the most important
· When overtaking or passing, the safest way is for you to stay put, and let the driver passing you find his own way around
(eliminates surprises)
· No matter how powerful gaming is, it wont be a replacement for practice on a real track because you don’t feel the feedback and force on yourself.

INTERVIEW – USER

Knowing how to collect and analyze data is critical
when it comes down to trying to improve.
KEY INSIGHTS
· The core purpose of an instructor is to teach beginners drivers about all the safety rules, basic driving techniques / good
habits. It’s not chasing after higher performance.
· Drivers on the track communicate with each other through hand signals, and group communication is achieved by marshals through flags.
· The higher the skill level, the more usage one can get out from having data & statistics.
· Drivers are divided by skill level on the track, and different track rules applies to each group.
MOTI ALMAGOR
Age 41 / Male
15 years of track racing experience
Intermediate - advance skill level

INTERVIEW – USER

RESEARCH FINDING HIGHLIGHTS
· It takes about 3 years of experience to really understand what track racing is really like.
· Feels the most alive while on the track, living the moment.
· All safety the equipment don’t mean anything if left unused.
· Basic communication rules of hand signal and flags must be taught before going on the track.
· Study tracks by watching YouTube videos of other driver’s recording.
· Learning from data is huge when it comes to self-evaluation and improvement.
· Really needs to be meticulous about every detail to find areas of improvements.
· The higher the skill level, the more you realize how much you don’t know.

INTERVIEW – USER

RESEARCH FINDING HIGHLIGHTS
· He will watch Youtube videos of people driving before he goes on track, so he can see what to do and not to do (pre planning)
· He chooses not to drive at his full limit because the fear of crashing his only car would hinder his daily life
· Helmets act as blinders, and makes it hard to see around him
· Focusing on the car is important, the noises and vibrations they make all mean something, and sometimes he doesn’t know
what it means. He wishes a display could help him know
· Feels that onces he screws up, he slows down because of fear. He wishes he could have a motivator to help him get out of
that fear mode
· Feels games don’t match what really happens on track. He can drive faster in the games because no fear of crashing
· Shares pictures of track day and resulting lap times on Instagram to compete with friends or joke about mistakes.
He says his ride home is frustrating if he had a bad day
MAXWELL MANNING
Age 25 / Male
Began racing Karts
when he was young
Entry level - enthusiast

INTERVIEW – USER

KEY INSIGHTS
· Time to learn the track takes away from driving time.
· Many aspects in racing the driver has to keep track of, they also are distractions to performance.
· Drivers want to have a security and knowledge of where driver’s are as they drive.

RESEARCH FINDING HIGHLIGHTS
· Takes the whole morning to afternoon to learn the track without previous knowledge, which requires a lot of time.
· Drivers have to focus toward the front. Hard to be aware of other drivers, and be aware of the car status.
· Driver has limited visibility to see driver’s around them. “Needs an outside man” to aid with maneuvering with other cars.

ALEX TAN
Age 40 / Male
Occupation: Shop owner of Indotech
Team Manager,

INTERVIEW – USER

ASHLEY DELUCA

Age 26
Gender Female

I wouldn’t want them to use it as a crutch.
Make it really obvious and really simple, it would have to be
something you would just react to.

USER FEEDBACK 
DRIVER FOR
2.5 YEARS

Simple and Obvious signifiers.
Decrease Dependancy on gear over time.

INTERVIEW – USER

KENJO RAIF

Age 39
Gender Male

They have to be alert at all times.
You have to have alertness on the track you just never
know what’s going to happen in front of you.

USER FEEDBACK 
DRIVER FOR
18 YEARS

Foster a habit of special awareness

INTERVIEW – USER

KENJO RAIF

Age N/a

Occupation Shop Owner

Gender Male

Above 70 miles per hour, things get busy.
This Device would be very useful for advanced race track
drivers, for learning new tracks, in order to decrease prep time.

USER FEEDBACK 
DRIVER FOR
12YEARS

Foster a habit of spacial awareness.
Speeds up Prep time.

PERSONA – BEGINNER DRIVER

EDWARD DAVIS
Age 35
Gender Male

Occupation Beginner driver
Location Irvine, CA

Off track Activities Road bike

As a beginner driver and being my first track day, I was very nervous and entered a whole new world. I have
always had a passion for driving, but wanted to take it to a new level.
At the event, I was assisted with great education and exposed to a new community of professional driv-

This was my first time ever
at Watkins Glen, and what an

ers and organizers. They briefed me with everything I needed to know regarding vehicle safety, rules and
answered common questions that I was worried about. My biggest fear was traffic on track and lane control
while cars were driving so close to each other. They were able to teach me all the passing rules and flags and

amazing experience.

ideal brak- ing techniques for these situations so I could beter understand how to deal with this, but when I

Very professional group to learn

was driving by myself, I felt very nervous and thought I would embarass myself and mess up often, but I was

from. I can’t believe how much

able to deal with this fear and have a great experience and develop my skills as a driver and learning my car.

I progressed in two days.

Goals B
 ecoming a more experienced driver and learn my car better

PERSONA – FLAGMAN

JACK WILLIAMS
Age 42
Gender Male

Occupation Flagman / Helper
Location Los Angeles, CA

Off track Activities Workout at gym, Eating out.

Jack has been working for flagman on the track for more than 10 years. Track workers are a different
breed. They are often volunteers, or receive little pay to help put on the show that we all enjoy. There’s
always a lot of dangerous accident can be happened to the flagman. People always make mistakes,
sometimes beginner/amateur don’t notice flag and just pass him, he is standing on the tower in the
track, shaking flag without any safety suit, car accident can affect him, and also he can make mistake

Why do I volunteer this?

too. Then why he is doing this hard and dangerous thing? There’s no doubt about it, he loves racing. Why
else would you deal with obstinate and sometimes difficult drivers, crews and promoters?

Of course, it’s because of I love
racing. Communication and trust
is the most important things.

Goals G
 reat communication with drivers
Do my best to reduce accident on the track
Be famous flagman, doing helper as long as I live

PERSONA – INSTRUCTOR

BILL WADE
Age 41
Gender Male

Occupation Shop Owner & Instructor
Location Los Angeles, CA

The purpose of an instructor is to first teach students the rules and guidelines to properly racing on a
track, along with proper safety signals and procedures.
Being an instructor is an immense risk to his own life, as he puts his life in student’s hands whom are
controlling fast vehicles. Keeping the driver and himself safe are the most important aspects to driving /
instructing. He teaches basic driving techniques, good mature habits, and is not focused on teaching his

The core purpose of an instructor is to teach beginner
drivers about all safety rules,
basic driving techniques, good
habits, its not chasing after
higher performance.

students to achieve high performance.

Goals Teach

student drivers safe driving habits
Communicate to drivers Rules and guidelines to safe driving.

PERSONA – TRACK CREW

There are several positions within the track crew: Road
crews, marshals, wrecker crews, corner workers, command
post team. Each aspect of the team has to work in conjunction
with one another.
You won’t see their names in the headlines or the box scores, but the track’s safety crews form a team that
is integral to a successful race. Track crews can be professional or volunteer, but they must be dedicated.
There are several responsibilities that fall within the track crew designation. Road crews handle cleanup
and restore the racing surface before the green flag falls again. Wrecker crews take away the disabled
cars and haul them back to a chagrined pit crew. Marshalls signal flags to communicate with the drivers
on track. Corner workers on dangerous cor- ner of the racetrack, lookout for anything that may create
an unsafe situation. Command post crew oversees the whole track, and is responsible of informing the
other crew mem- bers that are on different positions.

Goals E
 nsure safety driving conditions
Communication towards drivers on
Response to situations on time

PERSONA – ORGANIZER

TRACKMASTERS
Age Since 1990

Our open track events emphasize safety and “community”. We are a community of people who share a
common passion for driving. With a focus on safety, coaching, and edu- cation, individuals are able to
elevate their driving ability to new levels. We have always recognized the need to offer an instructional/
coaching component within the open track format. Our instructional program is intended to help drivers
develop the skills necessary to make the transition to open track. We believe every driver, no matter how
qualified, can use the services of a coach. Open track drivers can take advantage of on-track tune-ups
with a member of our instructor group or one-on-one help analyzing on-track data with the assistance of
a professional coach/driver.

We are a community, we are
family, we are your gateway
into unlocking driving potential you never knew existed.

Goals P
 rovide a safe and professional driving environment for drivers
to take driving to the next level

PAIN POINTS & CHALLENGES

LACK OF ACCESS ON BASIC INFORMATION AND A CENTRALIZED PROCESS, MAKING BEGINNERS INTIMIDATED WHEN FIRST ENTERING THE SPORT.
THE EXPERIENCE OF DRIVING ON THE TRACK IS OVERWHELMING, IT IS BETTER TO
ONLY FOCUS ON A FEW ELEMENTS AND TACKLE EACH CHALLENGES SEPARATELY.
COMMUNICATIONS AROUND THE TRACK BETWEEN DRIVERS, AND MARSHALS TO
DRIVERS ARE UNINTUITIVE, SOMETIMES DANGEROUS AND UNRELIABLE.
DATA TRACKING AND LOGGING DEVICES ARE EXPENSIVE AND DIFFICULT TO,
THEREFORE BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE DRIVERS DOES NOT BENEFIT.
TRACK DRIVING HAS A UNIQUE COMMUNITY AND CULTURE, PEOPLE ARE EXTREMELY EAGER TO SHARE AND BOND WITH OTHERS.

DESIGN CRITERIA

COMMUNICATION

INSTANT FEEDBACK
& INSTRUCTION

ANALASYS
FEEDBACK

Gives drivers instant real time

Gives drivers performance

feedback and instruction.

feed- back before and after race.

Helps to communicate to
other drivers and marshalls.

INSPIRATION – INTERFACE

INSPIRATION – PRODUCT

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

WEEK 6 – 7

BENCHMARK – PSYCHOLOGY

“DON’T KEEP THINKING ABOUT YOUR PAST MISTAKE”
BY SONNI WATANASIRISUK (PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTOR OF AUTO RACING)
How many times has a breakdown in your focus on the race car track or indecision cost you a podium finish?

SPORT PSYCHOLOGY IN PRACTICE BY MARK B. ANDERSEN, PHD
Chapter 7: O
 n Stage: Mental Skills Training for Dancers - Self-reflection, Dealing with mistakes,
Stephanie Hanrahan, Phd and Tracey (dancer)
Tracey: Mistakes are still going to happen. Little things go wrong. You should ignore that, ”Keep going, keep going.” Especially

MENTAL TRAINING
(DEAL WITH MISTAKE)

if all of a sudden you just go blank. That’s a bit of a scary thing to happen. The hardest and yet the easiest way to get
out of it is to just keep moving. Sometimes mistakes really frustrate you and scared you. You will get really angry with
yourself or you don’t know what to do next. But try not to let it affect what’s going on. You can’t let it show. Like during
a performance if you make a mistake, you think about it for that instant, then try to block it off and keep going. Deal
with it later.
SH: What can I do better next time, is to get you thinking about what you can do differently that will result in a better performance instead of continually playing in your mind a mistake or getting sucked into focusing on the negative. Ok, so the
performance wasn’t perfect. Instead of getting down about it, start looking to the future and looking for the positive.

BENCHMARK – PSYCHOLOGY

TIPS TO HELP STOP REFLECTING YOUR PAST MISTAKE BY LAUREN FEINER, PSYD
1. Think about the worst-case scenario.
This may sound like an awful suggestion, but we can often handle the worst-case scenario, which takes away the power of
the original thought. Ask yourself two questions:
- What is the worst thing that can happen to the next?
- Can I handle that?
2. Look at mistakes as learning opportunities.
According to David Burns, Ph.D., assistant professor at Stanford University, and author of Feeling Good, “the quickest way
to find success is to fail over and over again.” For example, I was once 30 minutes late for an interview. I did not get the job
and I became very self-critical of my tardiness. Once I asked myself “what is the lesson I learned?” I quickly calmed down
and applied this lesson to future experiences. Every time you make a mistake, you learn something new.
3. Mindfulness
We spend so much time thinking about past mistakes or worrying about future events, that we spend very little time in
the here and now. A good example of this is every time we find ourselves on “autopilot” while driving a car. The practice of
mindfulness is a great way to reduce our “thinking” selves and increase our “sensing” selves in the here and now. When you
notice your mind wandering, gently guide it back to the present.

KEYWORDS

APPROACHABLE
CONFIDENT
LOW PROFILE
RATIONAL
TOUGH

DESIGN KEYWORDS

MOVEMENT
SPORTY
GEOMETRIC SHAPE
APPROACHABLE

ECOSYSTEM

Marchal &
Corner worker
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Ticket
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Events
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Provide
Track Data

Event
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Event
Info

Event
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Work
Contract

Commend
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Event
Info

Drive
Data

Drive
Data

Event
Ticket

Driver

FLAGS

GREEN FLAG

RED FLAG

YELLOW & RED FLAG

GO, START, COURSE IS CLEAR

DANGER ON TRACK
EMERGENCY VEHICLE ON TRACK

SURFACE CONDITION,
DEBRIS ON TRACK

BLUE YELLOW STRIPE

WHITE FLAG

CHECKER FLAG

PASSING FLAG, ANOTHER DRIVER IS
APPROACHING

DISABLED CAR AHEAD

SESSION IS FINISHED

FURLED BLACK FLAG

BLACK FLAG

WAVING YELLOW FLAG

PASSING FLAG, ANOTHER DRIVER IS
APPROACHING

PASSING FLAG, ANOTHER DRIVER IS
APPROACHING

APPROACHING EMERGENCY SITUATION

WAVING BLACK FLAG

BLACK MEATBALL

YELLOW FLAG

WAVE TO ONE CAR: VISIT PIT STOP
WAVE TO ALL CARS: EXIT TRACK

MALFUNCTION

CAUTION, SLOW DOWN, NO PASSING

WIREFRAMES – DASH

RACE LINE

COMMUNICATION

FLAG

LEARNING

TIMER

WIREFRAMES – VISTA

RACE LINE

COMMUNICATION

FLAGS

TIMER

SCENARIO 1 – VISTA

1

2

3
0.10.40

APEX DATA BASE

Users can Browse Data Before going to the track to
study the Track.

-.--.--

CURRENT LAP

Enter track with specific class (apex class assigned)

Staging, waiting to go, start line in car CHECK Drivers

SCENARIO 1 – VISTA

4

5
0.10.40

-.--.--

CURRENT LAP

FIRST LAP
Start driving (map and driving line appear)

6
0.10.40

-.--.--

CURRENT LAP

Braking Zone Bar appears before approaching a turn

0.10.40

-.--.--

CURRENT LAP

Light Signifier in left hand corner indicator display,
show people drivers approaching

SCENARIO 1 – VISTA

7

8
0.10.40

9
0.10.40

-.--.--

-.--.--

CURRENT LAP

CURRENT LAP

REAR DRIVER

MARSHALS

FRONT DRIVER

Rear driver gives an “ask” gesture to front driver. Camera
Picks and recognizes Gesture and relays it to front driver.

Indicator above front car hovering (gave a point by
signal ) To let rear driver know

Car passed you, fucks ups. SPINS off TRACK

SCENARIO 1 – VISTA

10

11
0.10.40

-.--.--

0.10.40

-.--.--

CURRENT LAP

CURRENT LAP

REAR DRIVER

FRONT DRIVER

Rear driver gives an “ask” gesture to front driver. Camera
Picks and recognizes Gesture and relays it to front driver.

Indicator above front car hovering (gave a point by
signal ) To let rear driver know

SCENARIO 1 – VISTA

7
13

12
0.10.40
CURRENT LAP

-.--.--

0.10.40

0.30.40

-.--.--

CURRENT LAP

-.--.--

CURRENT LAP

REAR DRIVER

FRONT DRIVER

SECOND LAB

Black flag, given to spin out driver.

Yellow drivers get yellow flag
(splitscreen to multi drivers)

The Drive line turns off the second lap.

SCENARIO 1 – VISTA

14

15
1.40.52

1.39.52

CURRENT LAP

STATS

The Drive line turns on for specific turns user needs
improvement on.

Driver turn Feedback, Gives you a thumbs up for positive reinforcement.
(ambient lighting for a job well done)

SCENARIO 1 – VISTA

16

17
STATS
STATS

5

SHARE

4
2

3
6

1

STATS

Phone Guides you and shows location
to pick up apex devices.

SCENARIO 2 – DASH

1

2

3

APEX DATA BASE

APEX

Users can Browse Data Before going to the track to
study the Track.

Enter track with specific class (apex class assigned)

Staging, waiting to go, start line in car CHECK Drivers

SCENARIO 2 – DASH

4

5

APEX

FIRST LAP
Start driving (map and driving line appear)

6

APEX

Braking Zone Bar appears before approaching a turn

APEX

Light Signifier in left hand corner indicator display,
show people drivers approaching

SCENARIO 2 – DASH

7

8

APEX

9

APEX

APEX

REAR DRIVER

MARSHALS

FRONT DRIVER

Rear driver gives an “ask” gesture to front driver. Camera
Picks and recognizes Gesture and relays it to front driver.

Indicator above front car hovering (gave a point by signal )
To let rear driver know

Car passed you, fucks ups. SPINS off TRACK

SCENARIO 2 – DASH

10
7

11

APEX

APEX

APEX

FRONT DRIVER

REAR DRIVER

FRONT DRIVER

Car passed you, fucks ups. SPINS off TRACK

Black flag, given to spin out driver.

Yellow drivers get yellow flag
(splitscreen to multi drivers)

SCENARIO 2 – DASH

12

13

14
STATS

APEX

The Drive line turns on for specific turns user needs
improvement on.

APEX

Driver turn Feedback, Gives you a thumbs up for positive reinforcement.
(ambient lighting for a job well done)

SCENARIO 2 – DASH

16

17
STATS
STATS

5

SHARE

4
2

3
6

1

STATS

Phone Guides you and shows location
to pick up apex devices.

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

APEX LOGO DEVELOPMENT

APEX LOGO DEVELOPMENT

WEEK 8 – 9

VIDEO SCENARIO

VIDEO SCENARIO

VIDEO SCENARIO

VIDEO SCENARIO

WIREFRAMES – WEBSITE

LANDING PAGE-1

LANDING PAGE-2

NEW PERSON

REGISTERED PERSON

APEX

APEX

TRACK

EVENT

COMMUNITY

SIGN IN/UP

SEARCH

APEX

APEX

TRACK

EVENT

COMMUNITY

Jeff Boyl

START YOUR ENGINES

START YOUR ENGINES

APEX IS HERE

APEX IS HERE

SEARCH

APEX PAGE
APEX

APEX

TRACK

EVENT

COMMUNITY

NAVIGATION
SIGN IN/UP

SEARCH

APEX

APEX

START YOUR ENGINES
APEX IS HERE

TRACK

EVENT

COMMUNITY

SIGN IN/UP

SEARCH

What’s APEX

APEXboard

Profile

Order APEX

APEX Rank

Post

About Us

Q&A

Message

2

Digital Track Driving Assistant

APEX

Digital Track Driving Assistant

APEX

Upcoming
Events

OCT.30

NOV.02

NAME

EVENT SEARCH

NOV.05

NAME

NAME

Go to Event page

Icon

Icon

Follow

Help

Order history

APEX is a product system that enhances track driving experience for amateur drivers, by
providing them instructions & feedback, also easier methods of on-track communication.

Log-out

Icon
Key Feature 3

Key Feature 1
Key Feature 2

Discription

Discription
Discription

NAME

NAME

NAME

location

location

location

Upcoming
Events

OCT.30

NOV.02

NAME

EVENT SEARCH

NOV.05

NAME

Personal database

01:34:26
NAME

NAME

location

location

location

Password

Go to My Profile page

Basic
Track Data

YOUR AVG LAP

TRACK SEARCH

01:34:26

00:00:00
Avg 00:00:00

Event Name
Oct.09.2015

APEX DASH

RECENT
ACTIVITY

Break 9
Accelerate 5
Race line 8

Go to Track page

Sign up

Forget password/id

APEX SYSTEM

MOST RECENT DATA

YOUR BEST LAP

NAME

Log in

TRACK SEARCH

Go to Track page

NAME

Go to Event page

Username

Basic
Track Data

Go to APEX page

email
APEX VISTA

APEX Database

Q&A

Take APEX with you

Community
Go to Community page

Question?

138 comments

Question?

138 comments

Question?

138 comments

Question?

138 comments

Username

APEX BENEFITS

More

Community
Go to Community page

APEX RANK

SHARE YOUR PHOTO

Q&A
Question?

138 comments

Question?

138 comments
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138 comments

Question?

138 comments
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Icon
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00:00:00
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00:00:00
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More

More

Password

Sign up

More

APEX RANK

SHARE YOUR PHOTO
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Go to Community page
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00:00:00
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More

Download Mobile App

Location
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Footer / Links

APEX PICTURES

(inside car view & individual)
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database and information
I agree

Footer / Links
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have been racing?

Footer / Links
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I disagree

Go to profile
Skip
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EVENT PAGE
APEX

APEX

TRACK
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COMMUNITY

EVENT DETAIL PAGE
SIGN IN/UP

SEARCH

BIG/UPCOMING
EVENT NAME

Famous
event name

APEX

TRACK

EVENT
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SIGN IN/UP
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event name
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event name
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Oct.09.2015
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Web Site (Link)

EVENT NAME, OCT 30, 2015

EVENT NAME

First Name

Buy Ticket

Icon
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What car
you drive

How long you
have been racing

Best LAP time
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00:00:00

Email

More Info

Event Name

Oct.09.2015

Get ready to hit the track and get your car dialed in at Auto Club Dragway.
Location Location Location

Web Site (Link)

Buy Ticket
More Info

Oct.09.2015

Get ready to hit the track and get your car dialed in at Auto Club Dragway.
Location Location Location

Web Site (Link)

Buy Ticket
More Info

Oct.09.2015

License no.

Speed Ventures is a motorsports group operating out of California which has been organizing
track events since 2001. Speed Ventures organizes lapping days, driving schools, time trials, and
races, providing a fun environment to learn the limits of your car and improve your driving
abilities. Speed Ventures offers instruction in performance-driving technique, optional AMB
transponder-based timing at all events, and an opportunity to affordably live your dream of
driving your car on a real racetrack. Speed Ventures can also arrange for race car rentals and
professional race-driving instruction.
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Buy Ticket

Register
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Get ready to hit the track and get your car dialed in at Auto Club Dragway.
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Buy Ticket
More Info

Recent
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Oct.09.2015

Get ready to hit the track and get your car dialed in at Auto Club Dragway.
Location Location Location

Web Site (Link)

Buy Ticket
More Info
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3D simulation

Get ready to hit the track and get your car dialed in at Auto Club Dragway.
Location Location Location

Web Site (Link)

1:30.874

Buy Ticket

Facts

Fernando Alonso - 2010
More Info

2:00.650
Marc Marquez - 2013

Show More

Footer / Links
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NAME - 3D simulation

See all
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Oct.09.2015
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See all

Footer / Links
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NAME - instruction video

More Info
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Track Data

Oct.09.2015
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LAP 2
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Register
OCT.30

Get ready to hit the track and get your car dialed in at Auto Club Dragway.
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SEARCH

LAP 1

You will get email conformation

Phone
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YOUR RECENT LAP TIME RECORD
(GRAPH)

Last Name

OCTOBER 24, 2015

Get ready to hit the track and get your car dialed in at Auto Club Dragway.
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Jeff Boyl
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Buy Ticket
More Info
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Oct.09.2015

Get ready to hit the track and get your car dialed in at Auto Club Dragway.
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Description Description
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Go to Q & A
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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123 followers

Mistakes

40 posts

Rank
Newest
Events

Follower’s
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BEEN RACING
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LEVEL of this person

No.

Check your rank

More
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Description Description
Description Description
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RECENT LAP TIME

00:00:00

Event name Date

00:00:00
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3D RENDER – APEX VISTA

3D RENDER – APEX DASH

APEX LOGO DEVELOPMENT

ICONOGRAPHY

SKETCHES

SKETCHES

WEEK 10 – 11

APEX FINAL LOGO

APEX DASH INTERFACE

GREEN FLAG

GO, START, COURSE IS CLEAR

WAVING YELLOW FLAG
APPROACHING EMERGENCY SITUATION

YELLOW FLAG

CAUTION, SLOW DOWN, NO PASSING

BLUE YELLOW STRIPE
PASSING FLAG, ANOTHER DRIVER
IS APPROACHING

RED FLAG

DANGER ON TRACK
EMERGENCY VEHICLE ON TRACK

YELLOW & RED FLAG
SURFACE CONDITION,
DEBRIS ON TRACK

BLACK MEATBALL
MALFUNCTION

CHECKER FLAG
SESSION IS FINISHED

WHITE FLAG

DISABLED CAR AHEAD

BLACK FLAG

PASSING FLAG, ANOTHER DRIVER
IS APPROACHING

WAVING BLACK FLAG

WAVE TO ONE CAR: VISIT PIT STOP
WAVE TO ALL CARS: EXIT TRACK

FURLED BLACK FLA
DRIVER EXHIBITING UNSAFE
BEHAVIOR

REFINE VIDEO SCENARIO

REFINE VIDEO SCENARIO

REFINE VIDEO SCENARIO

REFINE VIDEO SCENARIO

REFINE VIDEO SCENARIO

REFINE VIDEO SCENARIO

REFINE VIDEO SCENARIO

WEEK 12 – 13

APEX WEBSITE STYLE GUIDE

LOGO

COLOR

TYPOGRAPHY
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+ B&W PHOTO
Makes background looks like a checkered flag

Grotesque MT Bold
Grotesque MT Regular

12 COLUMN GRID
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NEW PERSON
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EVENT
PAGE

EVENT
DETAIL

APEX WEBSITE DESIGN

PROFILE

PROFILE - DETAIL DATA 1

PROFILE - DETAIL DATA 2
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COMMUNITY - APEXBOARD

LOG IN & SIGN UP

FINAL PRODUCT - APEX DASH

FINAL PRODUCT - APEX VISTA

FINAL PRODUCT - APEX LINK

APEX POSTER

